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Everyone Drinks the Wine He
or She Deserves
In my conscious training in the world of wine, which began
more than twenty years ago, one of the many factors which determined my knowledge – or ignorance, according to the points
of view – was the reading of countless books, not least, having
tasted thousands of wines of which I have now lost count. Reading is, in fact, one of the pleasures which accompanied my life
since I learned to read when I was kid: an intimate need which
led me to avidly read book after book. And I’ve never stopped
doing it. Of the many books I read about wine at the beginning of
my training journey – including those about wine making, viticulture, sensory tasting and wine making chemistry – I have been
extremely impressed by those written by Émile Peynaud. A figure of huge impact and competence, undisputed father of modern
oenology, the famous and magnificent French wine maker has in
fact written books of sure reference for anyone who is seriously
interested about wine and not only at a professional level.
There is a thought of Emile Peynaud, obviously one of many,
that impressed me very much at the exact moment I read it and
still today it is well vivid in my mind: «It is you (consumers)
that in a certain way make quality. If there are bad wines it is
because there are bad consumers. Taste follows the roughness of
the intellect: everyone drinks the wine he or she deserves». To
many this may seem a rude consideration and even a discriminatory one, for others – including myself – it is a thought of deep
culture which undeniably expresses a consolidated truth and “an
evident fact”. It should also be considered the period in which
this fundamental thought was expressed by Èmile Peynaud. It
is easy today to find wines free from gross faults – however, it
is embarrassing to note how this “fad” is still sadly common today – something however being quite frequent in the 1980s. If
we therefore consider the famous thought of Èmile Peynaud with
the enological situation of the past years, it does not only reveal
the condition of that time, but also an immutable truth.
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I keep in my mind, as an invaluable teaching, the bad memory
of those gross wines with embarrassing and evident defects, that
still today, when I find them in my glass – less frequently than in
those days, but not so infrequently – I recall those words of Emile
Paynaud. After all, consumers make quality: if certain producers
continue making wines with obvious faults – and maybe they
even consider them good, better than others as well as perfect –
it obviously means they sell them and have customers capable
of appreciating them. A banal business and market law: if a
product is sold, regardless of its real quality, it means there are
consumers who buy them and are capable of appreciating their
quality. Nevertheless, I cannot really recognize any elegance or
quality to these wines: to me they rather seem an insult to the
territory from which they are born and to their grapes, even worse
when they are proposed as the true expression of those lands.
There is no elegance in a wine fault, there is no elegance even
in those who, with ill-concealed good faith, try to convince others by claiming it is indeed that gross characteristic making the
quality of that wine and of the territory. It is not a matter of
supporting the utopian search for perfection – something that,
in case it would be possible to make or get, it would even be
boring – but it is an evident fact that, in some cases, the lack of
elegance in wines is at least an abuse to the intelligence of others,
or at least, of some. Sometimes I wonder how it is possible, even
today, despite the huge progress research and technology have
achieved in the field of wine making and viticulture, with information and practices known and accessible to all, there are wines
with such embarrassing faults, so lacking in any elegance. I am
not certainly praising an enological sophistication – which many
would superficially and improperly define “chemistry” – indeed I
am supporting certain practices of common sense, including hygienic ones, most of the times simple and trivial, which, when
correctly applied, make it possible to avoid gross errors and embarrassing faults.
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Taste and elegance are intimately subjective concepts and it
is all too obvious they are not definable in objective or absolute
terms. Just like the concept of beauty, they are elements which
definition is strongly conditioned by cultural, social and traditional factors, last but not the least, subjective ones. They can
therefore be defined, so to speak, in “statistical” terms, that is by
determining the most frequent and accepted definition in a given
context. Therefore, talking about elegance referred to wine – I
am aware of this – is an evidently complicated and definitely
questionable act, a sort of intellectual arrogance that could be
annoying for some or completely agreeable for others. As far as
I am concerned, I find it difficult to appreciate a wine without
that quality I associate to elegance and, very often, it is even a
reason for irritation to me. After all, as I usually say, if I have to
drink a bad wine or a wine with faults, I much prefer to have a
good glass of water instead.
Wines without elegance, even worse, with gross faults, always give me the idea of the superficiality and incapacity of the
producer, perhaps even in good faith. Everyone, of course, has
his or her own references and concepts of quality and elegance,
respectable although not agreeable, however I find it difficult to
consider a fault as the undeniable sign of quality, authenticity
and goodness. The commitment and passion for making a wine
are certainly and indisputably appreciated: respect for the work
of others is never questioned. In the past, having in a glass a
wine with faults was quite frequent and, undeniably, a huge technological and enological progress has been achieved, something
that allowed to limit their presence in the name of a proven and
objectively agreed quality.
I think, by considering things from this point of view, we are
going back to that wine of the past full of faults, with the aggravating circumstance of showing them off with pride as the
expression of a unique and absolute enological authenticity. Perhaps the abundance of quality wines with no faults has led to a
sort of regression of taste and consumption, to the point of convincingly going back to that wine so lacking in any elegance.
A sort of going back to the origins, which does not necessarily
mean the improvement of things – wine, in our case – indeed it
may be the sign the lack of knowledge of the past or the symptom of a short memory, both for not having lived that period and
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for reasons of opportunity. I am still convinced that, in the end,
Émile Peynaud was right: everyone drinks the wine he or she
deserves.
Antonello Biancalana

W INE TASTING

Contrasts of Lambrusco di
Sorbara and Vernaccia Nera
Sparkling wines made with red berried grapes clearly represent the
minority in bubble’s scene, however even red sparkling wines are
capable of giving pleasing surprises

Sparkling wines represent a particular category among all
styles of wine and are an enological practice not always easy
to perform. Adding bubbles to a wine is a virtually simple operation – a result that can be obtained even with the easy and coarse
carbonation – but creating elegance and balance is a true art requiring a higher technical and technological expertise than in any
other style of wine. As for the “fascinating bubbles”, it must
also be said there are different methods used to create them in a
wine and each of them gives results of distinct finesse and quality. Leaving aside the coarse carbonation – which is actually used
for certain semi-sparkling wines – the main methods adopted for
the production of quality sparkling wines are Martinotti method
or Charmat method, and the so called classic method which requires the refermentation and aging of the wine in a bottle for
many months and, in some cases, for several years.
In the family of sparkling wines, those produced with red
grapes definitely represent the minority. The reason is often due
to the typical organoleptic qualities of red grapes, in particular
the presence of polyphenolic substances. The so called tannins,
in fact, would make sparkling wines decidedly unbalanced because the combined action of carbon dioxide and acidity would
exalt this characteristic and make the wine unpleasant. For this
reason, and in general terms, when red grapes are used for the
production of sparkling wines, it is preferable to vinify them “in
white”, that is by separating the skins immediately after crushing. This does not mean, of course, it is not possible to make
sparkling wines with a red wine, however, it is essential to carefully choose both the grapes and their vinification. Lambrusco
is certainly the most significant case of the production of red
sparkling wines, not the only one, of course, and in this month’s
tasting by contrast we compare it to another variety typically
used for wines with bubbles: Vernaccia Nera.
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Lambrusco di Sorbara
Lambrusco di Sorbara, from which the homonymous and famous Denominazione d’Origine Controllata area in the province
of Modena takes its name, is probably the most famous variety belonging to the so called lambruschi family. It should be
said, in fact, that, in this sense, Lambrusco di Sorbara is only
one of the many members of this family, which enological use is
mainly destined for the production of sparkling wines, both dry
and slightly sweet. Lambrusco di Sorbara bears a flower which
is considered hermaphrodite even if physiologically “feminine”.
This characteristic therefore requires the presence of a variety capable of playing the role of pollinator in order to allow the vine to
generate the berries. For this reason, in the vineyards of Lambrusco di Sorbara are usually found vines of Lambrusco Salamino
which play this important role, a condition that also determines
the composition of the wines in the territory of Sorbara. Lambrusco di Sorbara DOC, in fact, provides for a minimum 60% of
this variety and the remaining part of Lambrusco Salamino.
The grapes belonging to the family of lambruschi have been
known since immemorial times. Generically classified in the past
as vitis labrusca, many authors of the past have written about
both the grapes and the wines they produce, including Pliny the
Elder, Varro and Cato. In particular, as for Lambrusco of Sorbara, there are mentions dated back to the 1800s, confirming,
this grape was already cultivated and common in the territories
of Modena and Reggio Emilia, areas in which this variety is
still common today. The typical wine making destination of this
grape is basically reserved to the production of semi-sparkling
and sparkling wines, the latter produced both with the technique
of fermentation in closed tank – that is, the Martinotti or Charmat
method – including excellent examples of refermentation in bottle, especially in recent times. This technique gives Lambrusco
di Sorbara a wine making interpretation of interesting quality,
opposing to the usual and modern closed tank production giving
dry and sweet styles.

grapes as vitis vernacula, that is “the home grape” meaning “of
the place”.
Vernaccia di Serrapetrona certainly is the most famous wine
produced with Vernaccia Nera grape. This wine of the Marche
region is produced in a rather small territory – in the municipality of Serrapetrona and partly in those of Belforte del Chienti
and San Severino Marche, in province of Macerata – with a very
particular technique and in very limited quantities. It should be
noted the production of this wine is the result of three distinct fermentations and it is obtained from “two wines”: one produced
with freshly harvested grapes, the other one with dried grapes.
The must obtained from dried grapes is then fermented together
with the first wine and, at the end of this phase, the production
continues with another fermentation, usually in a closed tank,
finally obtaining a sparkling wine. Vernaccia di Serrapetrona is
produced as dry and sweet styles, allowing a very interesting versatility in the pairing with food.

The Tasting
The wines we will choose for our tasting by contrast are produced with the two varieties of this month: Lambrusco di Sorbara
and Vernaccia Nera, in both cases as sparkling style. As for the
first grape, we will choose a Lambrusco di Sorbara Secco, that is
dry, produced with the fermentation in a closed tank, that is with
the Martinotti method. The wine representing Vernaccia Nera is
Vernaccia di Serrapetrona Spumante, also in this case in the dry
style and produced with the fermentation in closed tank. For both
wines we will pay attention to the composition of the grapes as
the respective production disciplinary allow the use of other varieties, therefore we will make sure the two wines are produced
with the respective grapes only. Both wines of this month’s tasting by contrast belong to the latest vintage and are served in their
respective tasting glasses at a temperature of 16 ◦ C. (61 ◦ F)
We can start our tasting by contrast from the evaluation of the
appearance of the two wines, starting from Lambrusco di Sorbara. From the above, let’s observe the wine in order to appreci-

Vernaccia Nera
Vernaccia Nera grape has always been associated to the viticulture of the Marche region and, in particular, to Vernaccia di
Serrapetrona, in the province of Macerata, an area recognized as
Denominazione d’Origine Contrallata e Garantita, mainly famous for the sparkling wines produced with this grape. In addition to Marche, Vernaccia Nera is found – although in quite
marginal quantities – in some eastern areas of Umbria, in particular Cannara and with which is produced the homonymous Vernaccia and locally known as Cornetta. The most significant and
famous wines from Vernaccia Nera are clearly and undoubtedly
produced in the Marche region in Serrapetrona as sparkling – the
most famous and recognized one – and table wine styles. The
name Vernaccia, exactly like the other grapes having this term in
their names, probably derives from the Latin vernaculum, meaning something “of the place”. This theory seems to be confirmed
by what Columella wrote in his De Re Rustica, referring to these
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The color of Lambrusco di Sorbara
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ate foam and the evolution of bubbles: the size is of medium size,
the foam has good persistence and forms a crown in a relatively
short time. Let’s tilt the glass over a white surface and observe
the color: we can clearly see a pale ruby red with an evident purple hue, of moderate transparency. Let’s now evaluate the nuance
by observing the wine towards the opening of the glass: we see
a cherry pink color, also in this case, with hints of purple. Let’s
move on to the evaluation of Vernaccia di Serrapetrona, starting
from the analysis of the foam: also in this case the evolution is
abundant and tends to dissolve quickly leaving an evident crown.
Also in this case, bubble’s grain is of medium size. The color is
dark ruby red with a low transparency, decidedly opposed to the
appearance of Lambrusco di Sorbara. The nuance of the color
confirms the ruby red with evident purple tones.
Lambrusco di Sorbara and Vernaccia Nera make wines with
very different olfactory profiles, in both cases with clear and intense hints of fruit sensations. Lambrusco di Sorbara is more
oriented towards aromas reminiscent of fruit with a red skin and
pulp, whereas Vernaccia Nera mainly associates its olfactory profile to fruit with black skin and pulp. In both wines there are aromas recalling the world of flowers. In Lambrusco di Sorbara are
generally perceived aromas of cherry, raspberry, strawberry and
plum, often followed by peach and apple. As for the aromas associated to flowers, in Lambrusco di Sorbara can be recognized
cyclamen, rose and violet. The profile of Vernaccia Nera substantially differs from that of the Emilian grape. In wines produced with the variety from Marche are in fact perceived aromas
of blackberry, plum, black cherry, blueberry, frequently followed
by raspberry and strawberry. As for aromas of flowers, in Vernaccia Nera the most common one is violet.
Let’s proceed with the evaluation of the olfactory profiles of
the wines of our tasting by contrast, starting from Lambrusco di
Sorbara. By holding the glass in vertical position and without
swirling, proceed with the first smell in order to appreciate the
opening of the wine, that is the initial aromas which can be perceived from the glass. Lambrusco di Sorbara opens with aromas
of cherry, strawberry and raspberry, with a pleasant sensation of
freshness. Let’s now swirl the glass in order to favor the oxygenation of the wine – including the release of carbon dioxide –
operation allowing the development of other aromas. The olfactory profile of Lambrusco di Sorbara is completed by aromas of
blueberry, plum and peach, as well as by floral aromas of cyclamen, rose and violet. Let’s now move on to the evaluation of
the olfactory profile of Vernaccia di Serrapetrona, produced with
Vernaccia Nera. The opening of this wine is characterized by
aromas of blackberry, black cherry and blueberry, very intense
and clean. Let’s now swirl the glass: the wine is completed with
aromas of plum, raspberry, strawberry and rose.
The organoleptic differences of Lambrusco di Sorbara and
Vernaccia Nera become even more distant in their respective
gustatory profiles. Just like the previous phases, we start the
taste analysis from Lambrusco di Sorbara. Let’s take a sip of
this wine and evaluate the attack, that is the initial sensations
that are produced in the mouth. Effervescence, as it can be
easily expected, represents the dominant perception, promptly
followed by a pleasant acidity with a moderate alcohol con-

Taste

tent. In the mouth we perceive the flavors of cherry, strawberry
and raspberry, confirming the good correspondence to the nose.
Let’s now move on to the evaluation of the opening of Vernaccia di Serrapetrona and take a sip of this wine. In the mouth
is perceived the predictable effervescence, however, compared
to Lambrusco di Sorbara, in this wine acidity is balanced by a
greater roundness and – as opposed to the previous wine – the
perception of structure is decidedly higher. In the mouth can be
perceived intense flavors of blackberry, black cherry and blueberry, confirming, even in this case, the good correspondence to
the nose.
We are now going to end the tasting by contrast of this month
with the evaluation of the final sensations the two wines leave in
the mouth after swallowing, in particular, taste-olfactory persistence, one of the primary factors determining quality. The finish
of Lambrusco di Sorbara leaves in the mouth pleasing flavors of
cherry, raspberry and strawberry, as well as the good sensation
of acidity, with appreciable persistence. The perception of structure is moderate as well as the contribution of alcohol. Let’s now
evaluate the finish of Vernaccia di Serrapetrona, produced with
Vernaccia Nera grape. The wine from the Marche region leaves
in the mouth pleasing and intense flavors of blackberry, black
cherry and blueberry, characterized by roundness and crispness
in balance, good taste-olfactory persistence. The sensation of
structure is decidedly higher compared to Lambrusco di Sorbara,
confirming the differences between the two wines.

Wines of the Month
Score legend
G Fair – GG Pretty Good – GGG Good
GGGG Very Good – GGGGG Excellent
N Wine that excels in its category
b Good value wine
Prices are to be considered as indicative. Prices may vary according to
the country or the shop where wines are bought

Soave Motto Piane 2016
Fattori (Veneto, Italy)
Garganega
Price: e 11.80

Score GGGG N
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Brilliant golden yellow and nuances of golden yellow, very
transparent.
Intense, clean, pleasing, refined and elegant, starts with hints
of quince, medlar and peach followed by aromas of pear, citrus
fruits, pineapple, hawthorn, broom, plum, honey and sage.
Crisp attack and however balanced by alcohol, good body,
intense flavors, pleasing roundness.
Persistent finish with flavors of quince, medlar and peach.
Made from Garganega grapes dried for 30 days, aged in steel
tanks and cask.
Pasta and risotto with vegetables and crustaceans, Mushrooms
soups, Sauteed white meat, Roasted fish

Barbera d’Alba Ribota 2016
Fratelli Savigliano (Piedmont, Italy)
Barbera
Price: e 9.00

Score GGGG

Intense ruby red and nuances of ruby red, little transparency.
Intense, clean, pleasing and refined, starts with hints of
cherry, plum and blueberry followed by aromas of violet, blackberry, chocolate, tobacco, mace, vanilla and menthol.
Properly tannic attack and however balanced by alcohol,
good body, intense flavors, pleasing crispness.
Persistent finish with flavors of cherry, plum and blackberry.
12 months in barrique, at least 12 months in bottle.
Amarone della Valpolicella Col de la Bastia 2014
Fattori (Veneto, Italy)

Stuffed pasta, Broiled meat and barbecue, Stewed meat with mushrooms, Roasted meat

Corvina (65%), Corvinone (15%), Rondinella (10%), Other
Grapes (10%)

Price: e 31.50

Score GGGG N

Intense ruby red and nuances of garnet red, little transparency.
Intense, clean, pleasing and refined, starts with hints of
blackberry, plum and black cherry followed by aromas of dried
violet, blueberry, chocolate, tobacco, cinnamon, vanilla and
menthol.
Tannic attack and however balanced by alcohol, full body,
intense flavors, pleasing roundness.
Persistent finish with flavors of blackberry, plum and black
cherry.
24 months in cask.
Game, Roasted meat, Stewed and braised meat, Hard cheese

Diano d’Alba Sori del Sot Vigneto Autin Gross 2017
Fratelli Savigliano (Piedmont, Italy)
Dolcetto
Price: e 7.50

Score GGGG b

Deep ruby red and nuances of purple red, little transparency.
Intense, clean, pleasing and refined, starts with hints of
cherry, plum and violet followed by aromas of blackberry, raspberry, strawberry, almond, blueberry, pink pepper and menthol.
Properly tannic attack and however balanced by alcohol,
good body, intense flavors, pleasing roundness.
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Persistent finish with flavors of cherry, plum and blackberry.
3 months in cask, 8 months in bottle.
Stuffed pasta with mushrooms, Sauteed meat, Broiled meat and
barbecue, Stewed meat

Vittoria Frappato 2017
Valle dell’Acate (Sicily, Italy)
Frappato
Price: e 13.00
Zagra 2017
Valle dell’Acate (Sicily, Italy)

Score GGGG

Brilliant ruby red and nuances of ruby red, moderate transparency.

Grillo
Score GGGG

Intense, clean, pleasing and refined, starts with hints of
cherry, strawberry and raspberry followed by aromas of rose,
blueberry, plum, violet, blackberry and black pepper.

Pale golden yellow and nuances of straw yellow, very transparent.

Properly tannic attack and however balanced by alcohol,
good body, intense flavors, pleasing crispness.

Intense, clean, pleasing and refined, starts with hints of apple, citrus fruits and peach followed by aromas of pear, hawthorn,
plum, broom, pineapple, almond and mineral.

Persistent finish with flavors of cherry, strawberry and raspberry.

Price: e 11.00

Crisp attack and however balanced by alcohol, good body,
intense flavors, pleasing roundness.
Persistent finish with flavors of apple, plum and almond.

6 months in steel tanks, at least 3 months in bottle.
Cold cuts, Pasta with meat and mushrooms, Sauteed meat, Fish
soups

4 months in steel tanks, 4 months in bottle.
Pasta with fish, Fried fish, Stuffed pasta with vegetables, Vegetable
soups

I Quattro Mori 2013
Castel De Paolis (Latium, Italy)
Syrah (40%), Cabernet Sauvignon (30%), Merlot (20%),
Petit Verdot (10%)
Price: e 27.00

Score GGGG N
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Intense ruby red and nuances of garnet red, little transparency.
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Intense, clean, pleasing, refined and elegant, starts with hints
of black currant, plum and dried violet followed by aromas of
black cherry, blueberry, peony, chocolate, tobacco, cinnamon,
leather, mace, vanilla and eucalyptus.
Properly tannic attack and however balanced by alcohol,
good body, intense flavors, pleasing roundness.
Persistent finish with flavors of black currant, plum and
black cherry.

News
In this column are published news and information about
events concerning the world of wine and food. Whoever is interested in publishing this kind of information can send us a mail
to the address Events@DiWineTaste.com.

Aged in barrique.
N OT J UST W INE
Roasted meat, Broiled meat and barbecue, Braised and stewed
meat with mushrooms, Hard cheese

Aquavitae
Review of Grappa, Distillates and Brandy

Donna Adriana 2016
Castel De Paolis (Latium, Italy)
Viognier (80%), Malvasia del Lazio (20%)
Price: e 16.00

Score GGGGG

Brilliant straw yellow and nuances of straw yellow, very
transparent.
Intense, clean, pleasing, refined and elegant, starts with
hints of apple, pineapple and citron followed by aromas of pear,
papaya, acacia, lychee, medlar, acacia honey, plum, broom,
hawthorn and mineral.
Crisp attack and however balanced by alcohol, good body,
intense flavors, agreeable.
Very persistent finish with long flavors of apple, pineapple
and papaya.
Aged in steel tanks.
Stuffed pasta with fish and mushrooms, Roasted fish, Roasted white
meat, Stewed fish, Dairy products

Rum Alpino R74 White
Roner (Alto Adige)
Molasses
Price: e 39.90 - 70cl

Score GGG N

Colorless, limpid and crystalline.
Intense, clean and pleasing with aromas of smoke, fig, date
and malt, with perceptible alcohol pungency.
Intense flavors with perceptible alcohol pungency which
tends to dissolve rapidly, pleasing roundness.
Persistent finish with flavors of smoke, date and malt.
Double distillation in bain-marie distiller.
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Wine Guide Parade
Summer 2018
The best 15 wines reviewed in our Guide and voted by DiWineTaste readers
Rank
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

Wine, Producer
Montefalco Sagrantino Valdimaggio 2014, Arnaldo
Caprai
Anima Umbra Rosso 2016, Arnaldo Caprai
Inzolia 2016, Terre del Sole
Montefalco Rosso 2016, Arnaldo Caprai
Ramisella Bianco, Terre del Sole
Chardonnay 2017, Arnaldo Caprai
Montefalco Rosso Vigna Flaminia-Maremmana
2016, Arnaldo Caprai
Anima Umbra Grechetto 2017, Arnaldo Caprai
Colli Martani Grechetto Grecante 2017, Arnaldo
Caprai
Montefalco Sagrantino Collepiano 2014, Arnaldo
Caprai
Ramisella Rosso, Terre del Sole
Montefalco Grechetto 2017, Arnaldo Caprai
Sauvignon 2017, Arnaldo Caprai
Colli Maceratesi Rosso Giacopetto 2013, Capinera
Montefalco Sagrantino 25 Anni 2014, Arnaldo
Caprai

Votes
9317
8723
8256
8093
7964
7801
7141
6840
6720
6581
6363
6285
5850
5848
5187
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